In a simulation experiment there are certain null ejfects whose true values are known to be zero. This paper investigates various estimators of the null effects. We apply these estimators of zero in two ways. First, null effects estimators are used to construct confidence intervals.
INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with various ways that simulation output can be used to estimate null effects, i.e., quantities whose true values are known to be zero. We subsequently apply these estimators of zero in two ways.
First, we will use the null effects to develop a confidence interval estimator (c.i.e.) for the mean of a stationary simulation output process. This c.i.e. is similar to the familiar batch means (BM) c.i.e., but it is obt ained via a different route. (Indeed, this paper is not intended to change the way in which simulation experiments are run and analyzed but rather to present an alternative way of thinking about simulation output analysis!) The null effects interval estimation procedure does have desirable properties, one of which should facilitate in the selection of a batch size.
Next we show how null effects estimators can be used aa control variates (c.v. 's) in variance reduction schemes. In one scheme, null effects estimators serve as internal C.V,'s and yield estimators of the mean that have smaller variance than the sample mean. A second application uses the output from a "control" simulation to compute a C.V. for an estimator from another simulation.
The true mean of the control system need not be known. A third variance reduction scheme indirectly uses null effects C.V.'s to improve the estimator of the process mean. Sometimes a basis may be intentionally chosen to be incomplete; i.e., the basis only spans a proper subspace Rb of Rn (b < n). We denote a basis for Rb as b basic vectors, w~s (wi,l, . . .,ui,n) (Bloomfield, 1976) . The basic vectors are (sssuming n is even):
i =~+ 1,?.., n. 
Example 3: The Walsh Basis
The vectors in the Walsh basis are the columns in the design matrix for a full factorial experimental design with n = 2k, including all additive effects and interactions (Beauchamp 1975 , Sanchez 1986 ), For example, if a simulation run produces 8 observations, the (complete)
Walsh basis is
The variable WI corresponds to the mean effect; w~, W4, and W8 correspond to the main effects in a saturated n = 23 factorial design with an additive model. and Wz = (~l,n12 -~2:n12)/2. Further, when b is a power of 2 and evenly dwtdes n, the BM and Walsh c.i.e.'s,
(1) and (2), are equal. We prove this "n-dimensional Pythagorean theorem" for the special case of b = n (b~n is similar, but tedious):
Observe that for the 
Practical Considerations
Recall that when b is a power of two and evenly divides n, (1) and (2) are equal. In fact, based on empirical experimentation (not reported here), the performance characteristics of the BM and Walsh c.i.e.'s are essentially the same in general.
As is well known by simulation users, the main difficulty in using BM lies in determining the proper b to use (with n fixed) so that the assumption of i. A possible advantage of the Walsh c.i.e. procedure is that the Walsh baais is constructive aa b increaaes; i.e., previous Walsh basic vectors remain in the basis as more are added. This contrasts with the BM basis which can change radically aa b changes (with n fixed). Perhaps this observation could be used aa the foundation for a batch size algorithm hazed on Walsh components.
We also see that the Walsh basis uses all of the output to estimate each Wi; the Wi's may converge to normality more quickly than do batch means. Indeed, Q-Q plots against normality have indicated consistently better performance for the Wi's (in terms of normality) than for the Yi,m 's.
Variance Reduction
Since the null effects have known means of zero, they make natural C.V.'S to use in variance reduction schemes for simulation. We give some applications.
Null Effects C.V.'S in a Single Run
When there is positive serial correlation in the stationary output series Y, it is possible to construct a linear estimator of p = E [Yj] that is superior to the sample mean WI. Several such estimators have been proposed (Halfin 1982) 
3.2.2
Null Effects External C.V.'S In external C.V. applications where one (stationary) simulation is used to produce C.V.'s for a second simulation, the expected value of the contrcd simulation's variate must be known. Null effects estimators can therefore be used aa C,V,'s when little is known about either simulation, The effectiveness (of the approach depends on there being positive seriid correlation within each of the individual output series (which is typical of many simulated systems) and positive correlation between outputs from the two simulations (as can often be induced by using common pseudorandom number streams as input). Some subjects for future research: Techniques for consistent estimation of the Walsh spectrum (perhaps similar to spectral windowing) could be applied to BM estimation, and new procedures for selecting a batch size might be engineered using the Walsh basis. Also, although we illustrated some applications of null effects C.V,'s, no attempt were made to generalize the results, optimize the control, or use multiple C.V.'s -all ideas that might improve the results, Certainly, the use of a different basis for the simulation output vector is one way of viewing the data differently, and it can lead to some entertaining new idess.
